Community Partner - Skills Evaluation and Critique

Name of student: ______________________

**Persistence**: Maintains strong effort and positive attitude despite setbacks or frustrations.

Consistently _____  Frequently _____  Occasionally _____  Rarely _____

**Inquisitiveness/Curiosity**: Seeks new knowledge and skills by asking questions and trying new approaches.

Consistently _____  Frequently _____  Occasionally _____  Rarely _____

**Collaboration**: Works in groups with others in a constructive and cooperative fashion.

Consistently _____  Frequently _____  Occasionally _____  Rarely _____

**Willingness to Take Risks**: Takes on new challenges, reveals own thinking, and accepts mistakes and feedback.

Consistently _____  Frequently _____  Occasionally _____  Rarely _____

**Creativity/Innovation**: Generates ideas, envisions solutions, recognizes connections, and/or develops applications.

Consistently _____  Frequently _____  Occasionally _____  Rarely _____

**Attention to Detail**: Considers all aspects of a problem or situation and develops solutions or creates products that are accurate and precise.

Consistently _____  Frequently _____  Occasionally _____  Rarely _____
Participation/Engagement: Involves self openly and eagerly, as both a learner and a supporter of others.

Consistently _____  Frequently _____  Occasionally _____  Rarely _____

Responsibility/Accountability: Understands and fulfills obligations and acknowledges and strives to correct shortcomings.

Consistently _____  Frequently _____  Occasionally _____  Rarely _____

Initiative: Seizes opportunities for learning and undertakes tasks for others without being asked.

Consistently _____  Frequently _____  Occasionally _____  Rarely _____

Respect: Speaks, acts, and presents self in a thoughtful, caring, and accepting manner.

Consistently _____  Frequently _____  Occasionally _____  Rarely _____

Reliability/Dependability: Fulfills responsibilities independently in a timely and consistent manner.

Consistently _____  Frequently _____  Occasionally _____  Rarely _____

Problem Solving: Applies knowledge, logic, and experience in defining the elements of and devising solutions for questions and issues.

Consistently _____  Frequently _____  Occasionally _____  Rarely _____

Responsiveness to Supervision and Constructive Criticism: Accepts and responds to direction and feedback with an open and positive attitude.

Consistently _____  Frequently _____  Occasionally _____  Rarely _____

Verbal Communication: Connects with audience, responds to matter being discussed, speaks clearly and succinctly, and maintains eye contact and appropriate body language.

Consistently _____  Frequently _____  Occasionally _____  Rarely _____

Written Communication: Presents information in an organized structure/sequence; cites specific, relevant supporting evidence; employs logical analysis; and uses vocabulary and syntax appropriate for the purpose and audience.
Listening: Gives full and thoughtful attention to speaker and speaker’s message, using physical posture that reflects respectful, active listening and is not distracting.

Consistently _____  Frequently _____  Occasionally _____  Rarely _____

Comments: